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Satisfaction – Webster’s and 
Wikipedia

• The payment through penance of the temporal 
punishment incurred by a sin

• Fulfillment of a need or want

• The pleasure obtained by the fulfillment

• A measure of how something meets or 
surpasses expectations.

Kano Model, Conwaymanagement.com
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(Indifferent Unless Disappointed 
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Key Concepts:
• Dissatisfiers
• Satisfiers
• Delighters

What’s the Connection to 
Higher Education?

Persistence & 
Retention

RETENTION
• Student Integration Theory – Vincent Tinto 

(1988) – student commitment to the goal 
and to the institution

• Student Attrition Theory – John P. Bean 
(1980, 1985) – factors that influence 
intention to leave

• Cabrera (1993) – the mash-up

• NPS – Net Promoter Score
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Experiences + Expectations = 
Satisfaction

• Expectations -
Past experience and background;
Present Experiences at the institution

• Perceptions of those experiences and of the
services at the institution

(academic and social integration; “fit,” 
encouragement, commitment to goals)

Relationship Status??

It’s Complicated

Your Survey, Your Process

• What do you want to measure?

• How could you measure it?

• What do you expect to do with the
information?

What Do You Want to Measure?

• Who are you and what do you do?
Hint: Tie your survey to your mission
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Helpfulness 
Friendliness
Office Décor 
Availability of Appointments 
Effective Hand-outs 
Professionalism

Career Info
Usefulness
Phone System
Good Listeners
Make a Difference
Accuracy of Info?

What Do You Want to Measure? MISSION

We provide effective academic advising
to promote persistence and retention.

What now?
Define effective.

Next?
Just starting out?
• Ask to borrow someone’s survey. There are

lots of examples on the NACADA website.
• Want to develop a survey yourself? Begin by 

asking broad questions in order to improve
your understanding and narrow your focus.

Qualitative to Quantitative

• Broad, open-ended words (data) to narrow,
number-focused ratings, percentages, 
or stats (data)

From “What did you like best about…?” to
“Rate your degree of satisfaction with the
phone system”
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Creating a Survey: Getting Started 

• What do you know now?
• What about accuracy?
• How to do it right?
• What does the process look like?

The Process

• Create, Improve, Conduct,
• Improve, Conduct, Improve,
• Conduct, Improve, Conduct…

Developing an Instrument

• Begin with qualitative methods
• Use small focus groups
• Have several readers (of the responses)
• Make sure your readers see similar patterns
• Identify patterns
• Create a focused question from the pattern
• Work with expert colleagues to develop your

questions and the tool

Dangers of Satisfaction
Surveys
• Advisees can receive accurate information

delivered compassionately and effectively
and still be extremely unsatisfied with the
advising they received or their overall
experience in your unit/dept/college.
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We’re a little sensitive about
this. #sorrynotsorry

A single satisfaction survey is NOT 
your entire assessment process.

Survey Details to Keep in Mind

• No compound questions
• Your question should ask what you intend to

ask
• Don’t ask if you won’t use it 
• Pilot, pilot, pilot

WE NEED TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Share your opinion on this session with one 
simple click from any of the event’s web pages:

Resources and Thanks

• NACADA Clearinghouse: CAS Advising Standards page
(many links and resources): http://www.nacada.ksu.
edu/Resources/Clearinghouse/View-Articles/CAS-Adv
ising-Standards.aspx

• NACADA Clearinghouse: Administration Index (many 
links and resources): http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/R
esources/Clearinghouse/View-Articles/Administration
-Index.aspx

• Giving Credit Where Credit is Due:
• Many thanks to Jennifer Joslin, Associate Director for 

Content Development, NACADA for giving permission to 
adapt her work on survey development for this presentation.


